Jeep cj7 clutch linkage

Well, progress has been slow due to work and family, but I spent a solid 6 hours on the CJ-7
project last night. I bought a new clutch linkage kit, as my lower and upper clutch rods were
worn half way through, and the bellcrank was a mess. The new kit has an adjustable lower
linkage rod with a ball joint instead of the old bent solid rod. The 4. After adjusting things for
about an hour and trying the lower rod backwards, I conceded that it wasn't going to work and
ordered a set of heim joint linkage rods to go with my nice new bellcrank and bushings. I have
to say, the stock setup is a pretty questionable system. I guess maybe it gets points for
simplicity, but for stoutness it is lacking. I know lots of folks have difficulty with the release
lever jumping off the clutch fork, I wonder if there is a way to modify that to accept a ball and
socket end for a positive mount instead of the old spring tension junk He had your linkage on
his V-8 upgrade powered Jeep. Not sure what the "message" is here. As the Jeep landed, the
clutch link jumped off the release arm and left the CJ with no way to operate the clutch. I've
used several of their solutions to much satisfaction. The stem would pass through a hole you
drill in the release arm end, and the stub would prevent the linkage from jumping out of the arm
end. You'd still use a return spring. For those interested in this issue, I'm sharing the schematic
and OEM parts layout. I have included an example of the factory hydraulic clutch linkage used
on the 2. This RHD 4. AMC 2. The last illustrations are the busy mechanical linkage like on
60Bubba's CJ On any of these PDFs, you can zoom-in on the illustrations or part numbers for
clarification:. The best solutions involve hydraulic linkage and eliminate the plethora of
mechanical linkage parts What I'm seeing on the AA website for Jeep clutches is a chain and
bellcrank setup. I think that would solve the issue with binding due to engine movement or
frame flex, but it still seems pretty complicated. I'm going to proceed with the new brackets and
bellcranks I already installed, and use the rod end joints that are in the mail. I think this will
solve all the issues I'm likely to have. Given the investment in mechanical and cosmetic
upgrades, She Who Must Be Obeyed has decreed there will be no hardcore offroading in this
Jeep's future. Good idea, all around The chain system is great for vintage models with
through-the-floor pedals, light years ahead of the OE cable linkage. Hydraulic linkage can be
fitted fairly easily with fabrication of a hydraulic slave cylinder mount, but you're right, the cost
of a hydraulic master cylinder, a slave and hose or tubing adds up. You'd also need to find
pedal linkage from a four-cylinder model with a master cylinder. An Advance Adapters
bellhousing stock 4. I was fortunate in that the clutch pedal setup, master cylinder and slave
were usable. Actually, these were both good engines, just not "magazine material". You'll be
fine with your planned heim joint arrangement. Tennessee and S. Here is the finished linkage
setup, before torquing everything down. It feels very secure, and the slop is completely gone.
Once I get the new wiring harness ready for an engine start, I'll be able to check the overall
adjustment and make sure I haven't adjusted the linkage to the point that it is "riding the clutch.
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to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Jeep has used both hydraulic and mechanical clutch linkages
over the years. When doing an engine conversion, it is not uncommon to have clutch linkage
changes. Many of these stock linkages can be retained with only a few modifications. However,
if you would like to improve you clutch linkage, we offer many upgrades from these stock
linkages. Jeeps - These Jeeps use a torque tube that pivots off the stock transfer case. The
design was more than adequate for the small 4 cylinder Jeep vehicles. This controller utilizes
the stock pedal and clutch arm. It can be easily installed and offers a great mechanical
advantage on most vehicle whether stock or converted. This kit will not work on stock 4
cylinder Jeep bellhousings. If the original linkage is going to be retained on a new engine
conversion, the only modifications will be to lengthen or shorten the corresponding linkage
rods. If the transfer case is going to be offset towards the driver's side, the torque tube will also
need to be modified accordingly. The torque tube mounting on the inside of the frame rail can
be moved to match the new transfer case location by simply drilling two new mounting holes on
the frame rail. If additional leverage is required, the stock Jeep torque tube can be modified by
lengthening the control tabs. These control tabs generate the mechanical leverage between the
clutch pedal and clutch release arm. If these tabs are lengthened for a new pivot location, then
the mechanical advantage will become greater. Jeeps Cable linkage - This linkage was only
used by Jeep for a short time. With the introduction of the V8 engine, Jeep changed the clutch
control linkage to a cable-operated system. The cable came directly from underneath the dash,

through the floorboard and wrapped around to the clutch release lever. This linkage proved to
be very inadequate. You must make sure that the radius in the bends of the cable are kept as
large as possible. The large bends will provide for a smoother clutch control. Jeeps Hydraulic
linkage - Although these year Jeeps never came with this type of linkage, we have designed a
new dual pedal and master cylinder assembly to upgrade your vehicle to a hydraulic linkage.
These components cannot be used on vehicles with disc brakes. Jeeps Mechanical - These
Jeeps use the same type of clutch torque tube as the earlier models, except the torque tube
pivots off the bellhousing instead of the transfer case. This design consisted of a long rod that
extended from the pedal mechanism underneath the dash, through the firewall and connected
directly to a clutch torque tube. This linkage uses a ball design pivot bracket that bolts to the
stock bellhousing. The clutch torque tube was supported between a pivot point on the
bellhousing and a bracket on the firewall. This assembly can be retained on most conversions
with very little modifications. When using one of our Chevy conversion bellhousings, the stock
bracket can be retained. If you are using a GM bellhousing, we offer PN which will provide you
with an adjustable pivot location on the Chevy bellhousing. This bracket kit is furnished with a
male ball stud and multiple hole location that permits the use of all the original Jeep clutch
linkage components. This multiple hole location will provide positioning for various engine
locations. The kit also includes new nylon bushings to replace the original Jeep nylon
bushings. Depending on which bellhousing is being used, the push rod that extends from the
clutch torque tube to the clutch release lever will need possible modifications. One of the
biggest problems with the stock Jeep clutch linkage is its reliability on the trail. Most Jeep
owners have either experienced or seen the stock linkage fall apart when a vehicle is tweaked or
twisted while 4-wheeling. The linkage has too many pivoting and non-secured points and, when
put under stress, they tend to come undone. We offer an upgrade kit for your clutch linkage.
Unlike the stock linkage pushing the release lever, this chain controller uses a pulling motion.
On serious offroad use, the chain linkage will allow for twisting of the frame and the torque of
the engine. The chain control linkage is solidly mounted to all components of the clutch linkage.
This kit will not work with inside-the-frame rail exhaust. Our Technical Data Knowledge Base
contains information Click Here! Contact Us Call us today at I get it, I'm a jeep owner! This is a
CJ site, all the ads are set for autos some times others get through. I cannot make them just for
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Thread starter kerryfryer Start date Aug 4, Tags clutch linkage. Vehicle s CJ5 3 spd I have a 77
CJ 5 that i recently put a 1" body lift on. I am having problems with my clutch linkage now. I
have a new extended rod link but cant seem to find a pivot body bracket that will drop the stud
1". The bracket is bolted to the body and there is a pretty bad angle connecting to the clutch
release bellcrank. CJ Admin. Your bracket is bolted to the body? Hmm, mine goes from the
frame to the engine on my Take a look here and tell us which bracket is bolted to the body?
About all you can do is elongate the holes and move it down welcome to the world of body lifts
if you have the space on the bracket. My CJ5 has an angle plate bolted to the frame that your
body pivot bolts to. Vehicle s cj-5 4. D with Spartin locker, skyjacker 2. You say you used a
longer clutch rod from the paddle?? If you need to fab something , just weld 1. Vehicle s cj7,
Dart, Ram Cummins, softail custom. I did a 2" lift long ago and it came with an" adapter plate"
that the original bolted to to drop it the 2" so it would line back up with the motor again.
BusaDave9 Administrator. You should get a Rugged Ridge clutch linkage kit. It's length adjusts
for body lifts or OEM. Here's my Rugged Ridge clutch linkage with a body lift. Rugged Ridge
Clutch Linkage. Clutch Linkage. JPG Yeah, I ordered the rugged ridge linkage adjustable rod but
you can see the angle in the picture of the bracket. Maybe the angle will correct itself once i put
the extended linkage rod on, but it binds pretty bad now. How is your clutch pedal free play? My
free play is about 1". You must log in or register to reply here. This donation drive ends in. This
site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in
if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. Please allow ads as they help keep this site running. The ads are
unobttrusive and only at the bottom. If you choose to do so you can click on No Thanks and
then you will be temporarily excluded. Log in or Sign up. Welcome to Jeeps. You are currently
viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links:
Spare tire carrier for CJ5? Post Reply. I got it started. While he had the motor out he installed a
new LUK clutch kit. He and another friend stabbed in the motor last weekend. Now the problem.

The clutch feels like it is continually engaged. The VIN says it is an 84, the title says it is an 85,
therefore it should have a hydraulic clutch, but it is a manual clutch like the pre80 CJs. It looks
just like my 79 clutch linkage. Upon initial test drive, everything was in neutral including tcase
and tranny. Holding clutch pressed to the floor and I put the tcase in gear first I cannot get the
trany in gear, and if I put the tranny in gear first the tcase grinds trying to go into gear while
pressing clutch to the floor, and if I force it the jeep wants to take off. I've adjusted the linkage
to have 1in of peddle play, and still the clutch feels like it is engaged even with it pressed to the
floor. I took all of the slack out of the peddle and then some and still get the same symptoms.
His clutch linkage looks pretty warn. I would like ya'lls thoughts before I pull the tranny and
tcase in order to start from scratch. Not always easy going behind someone elses work. I think
I'll adjust the linkage tighter and tighter untill it comes off the threads to see if I can get the
pressure plate to disengage before I do the big work. Your thoughts please. Any chance the
pilot bearing got damaged? Did the bell housing fit properly or did you pull it together with the
bolts? Probably not a help but it's the best I have to offer at the moment. C2T , Oct 8, Yeah, I
asked him all thos same questions. He could not give me all,of the answers. Sos I'm afraid I will
have to pull it all apart. Although the friend who helped him install the motor is well respected
as a jeep builder. Mistakes do get made. Yup, mistakes can happen. Personally, I have not
attained perfection yet. Good luck with it. Last edited: Oct 8, I will let you know what I find out.
Good luck Found the problem. When they installed the new throw-out bearing, the single ball
bearing behind the clutch fork fell out. Show Ignored Content. Rugged Ridge Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? So you're a firm believer in the old adage "real Jeeps have round
headlights? We're laying out ten common problems for the ''86 CJs, some of which apply to the
older ''75 intermediate models as well. Arm-Strong The factory CJ pitman arm is made out of
ductile cast iron and will probably bend if hard wheeling with larger tires is in the cards.
Periodically inspecting the pitman arm nut to make sure it's tight can help prevent the splines
from stripping out, but the real problem is the pitman arm itself bending under heavy load. If
you want to retain the flat-type arm, you can carry a stock replacement and a pitman arm puller
with you on the trail, or look for a thicker arm from a '70s-era GM car in the junkyard. Also,
check the heavy-duty replacements offered by one of the many suspension manufacturers out
there. Studly Both the five- and six-bolt external- body locking hubs were held to the hub body
with bolts that could and usually did work loose with even moderate wheeling. Frequently
checking that they're tight, using thread-locking compound, or utilizing the lock-washers won't
ensure that you won't suffer a catastrophic failure due to loosening bolts. The best fix is to
replace the bolts with studs to equally distribute the load and help prevent loosening. Using
lock washers under the stud nuts, and even double-nutting, will provide increased reliability and
longevity. Shaft Slop The factory steering shaft coupler at the steering box on your vintage CJ
was almost certainly worn out 20 years ago. Today, it can be borderline unsafe. Sloppy steering
input and wander are some of the best-case scenarios. The worst-case scenario is that the shaft
could separate from the coupler when the Jeep gets twisted off-road. Both Borgeson and
Flaming River offer heavy-duty shaft assemblies with solid U-joints that replace the potentially
problematic coupler. Linkage Stinkage Hit any kind of twisted trail with an older Jeep and you'll
probably experience the joys of your foot slamming floorboard when you go for the clutch.
When the CJ frame and body get twisted up off-road, the poorly designed clutch linkage can
come apart. Class M Corporation manufactures a replacement clutch linkage with solid rod
ends that won't come apart, no matter how twisted your rig gets. The company also offers a kit
for these CJs sporting up to a 3-inch body lift for these applications by adding "-1" to the end of
the part number. Crackhead Jeep didn't build CJ frames out of balsa wood, but you'd never
know if from any lack of cracking. The frames commonly crack around the steering box and
suspension mounts, as well as the front or rear crossmembers. Also, the shackle or spring
hangers can crack or snap off the frame. It's a known issue and if you can't afford a complete
replacement frame like those offered through Quadratec, 4 Wheel Drive Hardware, or Throttle
Down Kustoms, you can purchase weld-in reinforcement plates from M. Check Tomken Machine
and JKS for heavy-duty bolt-on shackle hangers to replace the weak, crack-prone factory
pieces. Mount Up! If there's one issue that the aftermarket has fully addressed, it's the weenie
CJ power steering box mount the factory unfathomably considered adequate. Even with small
tires and moderate off-roading, these stock mounts can crack and snap, rendering your steering
ineffective. Buzz, Zap, Fizzle Whether it's an older point-type ignition or the later
Motorcraft-sourced electronic ignition, AMC-era V-8 and I-6 engines weren't really known for
their stellar ignition systems. Most auto parts stores and catalog shops carry replacement
ignition control units for the Motorcraft electronic ignitions, but water, vibration, or just plain
bad design can cause those to go out in short order. Additionally, MSD offers a really nice

replacement distributor for Jeep six- and eight-cylinder vehicles. Pertronix makes a good
electronic ignition conversion for older Jeep four-, six-, and eight-cylinder points-type
distributors, but check to make sure your distributor isn't worn out before ordering. Junk in da
Trunk We're talking undesirable rear ends here, folks. The AMC Model 20 axles installed in CJ
vehicles from '76 through mid-'85 and some think even mid '86 are barely worth their weight in
scrap. Unlike the Model 20 axles found in larger FSJ vehicles, the CJ models featured weak
two-piece axleshafts, thin axletubes, and spindly centersections. Still, even with the Model 20's
strong ring and pinion the tubes are prone to bending, the centersections are known to snap
where the tubes are pressed, or the tubes spin in the centersection bores. It makes a strong
argument for swapping a better rear axle assembly if you are planning a gear swap or running a
locker and tires larger than 31s. What Gears! Sometimes we just want to go back in time and
ask the Jeep engineers, "You put what gears in the axles? Many ''75s got 3. So before you order
up those , , , or larger tires, give your axle ratios a look-see to make sure your CJ's gearing can
handle it. Bog Flog For the most part, Jeeps of the '70s and '80s didn't come with what we'd call
good carburetors. If you scored one with an AMC V-8, you got a great Motorcraft two-barrel
carb, but for the most part the Carter YF one-barrel or BBD two-barrel carbs found on the
inline-six engines were sputtering wonders at angles. And don't get us started about the
electronic-feedback Carter BBD carbs. If you need to stay emissions-legal and want the best
setup for the money, Howell makes a simple and reliable fuel-injection system for virtually any
Jeep engine made, with emissions-compliable options available. If you want low-buck, you can
score a two-barrel Motorcraft off of an older Jeep or Ford car or light truck in the junkyard.
Several were made, but look for the one with 1. You'll need a Trans-Dapt small-to-large
two-barrel adapter PN to change from the Carter two-barrel over to the Motorcraft. Close Ad.
Forums Photos Industry Videos. Christian Hazel Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. This article contains the culmination of decades of experience setting up
clutch systems for Jeep conversion applications. We will first identify the components involved,
and then introduce the science of setting up a proper clutch release system. The flywheel
provides a friction surface for the clutch disc, a torque buffering mass, a mounting surface for
the pressure plate, a mounting for the starter driven gear, and on some engines the flywheel is a
factor in engine balance. The condition of the friction surface of the flywheel is important for
proper clutch function. The surface should be smooth and free of burned spots and surface
cracks. Used flywheels can be resurfaced. This should be done by grinding rather than lathe
turning as less material is removed. The amount of material removed from the face can affect
which clutch release bearing should be used. A flywheel should always be checked for runout
on the engine it will be used on. Face runout should not exceed. This is the other half of the
driving friction surface. It mounts on the flywheel. It consists of four main parts and is more
correctly called a clutch cover assembly. These parts are the pressure plate itself, the springs
or spring, if a diaphragm type , the clutch cover, and the release arms. There are two basic
designs of clutches usually referred to by the spring type. The coil spring type is also called a
three-finger type, referring to the three release arms this style requires to compress the coil
springs. The "softest" clutch is the diaphragm type. It also requires the least amount of travel to
release. The diaphragm type clutch works good in lightweight, low geared vehicles. It is not the
best clutch for high RPM use as the diaphragm spring will stay "flat" or released from the
centrifugal force generated by the RPM. A variation of the diaphragm type was used for a while
by GM, that to some extent helped this problem. This was called the Hi-Cone diaphragm type
and was designed so the spring - instead of being flat when released - still had a slight bevel.
These Hi-Cone units were not bad but still won't hold like the Borg and Beck coil spring type. It
should be noted that this is not typically a concern of the Jeep enthusiast as high RPM
horsepower is not as much an interest as low-RPM torque. It should be pointed out that the
spring itself is the "release arms" of a diaphragm type clutch. Note that when interchanging
from one type to the other, you will require a different throwout bearing. The three-finger style
requires a longer throwout vs. More on this later The fourth part of the pressure plate assembly
is the cover. The pressure plate, spring or springs and release arms are attached to the cover in
such a manner that, when the release bearing pushes on the three arms or the diaphragm
spring, it causes a leveraged action to take place. This counteracts the spring pressure and lifts
the pressure plate off the clutch disc, releasing the clutch. As stated above, the diaphragm type
clutch takes slightly less travel to release and requires about. The coil spring type requires
about. Air gap is the clearance between the clutch disc, flywheel, and pressure plate with the
clutch released. A total air gap of. This is the "driven" part of the clutch. It has a friction material
riveted to each side of a wavy spring called a marcel. This is attached to a splined hub that the
transmission input gear protrudes into. There are basically two common types of friction
material used for clutch lining. These are organic and metallic. The organic is best for all around

use. The metallic is preferred by some for severe duty applications but requires high spring
pressures and is hard on the flywheel and pressure plate friction surfaces. Avoid solid hub
clutches and clutches without marcel as they will always chatter when used in vehicles with a
rear differential mounted on springs as opposed to a transaxle design. In most cases, this is a
porous bronze, pre-lubed bushing rather than an actual bearing, as it is often called. A few
applications still use an actual bearing and others use a needle roller type bearing, but by far,
the most common type is bronze. You cannot use a roller bearing on a transmission shaft
originally designed for a bronze bushing due to different type of heat treatment on the shafts.
The pilot bushing is seldom thought of as a part of the clutch system but it is one of the most
vital parts of the system. It pilots the end of the transmission input gear in the crankshaft. If it is
worn or not running "true", it can cause serious clutch problems or transmission failure. Pilot
bushing bore runout should always be checked with a dial indicator and should be within. The
bronze bushing type should be a press fit in the crankshaft bore. It must be installed carefully. It
should have between. The pilot bushing is only functional when the clutch is disengaged but it
is a factor in input gear alignment at ALL times. Most people have no idea what an important
part the pilot bushing plays in the life of the transmission and clutch. The job of the pilot
bushing is to support the end of the transmission input main drive gear in the crankshaft and it
only acts as a bushing when the clutch is depressed. This pilot bushing should be a light drive
fit into the crank bore. Care should be taken when installing any pilot bushing as they are soft
and easily damaged by crude installation techniques. A damaged pilot bushing can bind on the
input gear giving symptoms of clutch drag. Transmission damage and early failure can be
caused by a pilot bushing or crankshaft bore that "runs out" in relation to the transmission
locating bore in the bellhousing. It is advisable to check the bore of the crank with a dial
indicator before installing the pilot bushing see below. If the bore runs out more than. The run
out in the bore of a pilot bushing is put degrees off from the crank bore run out and the pilot
bushing installed. If properly done, this can put the bore of the pilot bushing well within the. We
have used this method to save engine disassembly many times. A disadvantage of this method
shows up at pilot bushing replacement time as a special pilot bushing will have to be
reproduced. Clutch alignment is critical to installation. Otherwise, expect the transmission to
not line up with the pilot bushing. It is always a good idea to use an input gear of the proper
diameter or clutch aligning tool when installing the clutch on any engine. With the clutch disc
aligned on the pilot bushing it becomes a simple matter when installing the transmission to
engage the splines and bolt up the transmission. If this simple procedure is not done, the
transmission shaft won't line up and the temptation will be great to "pull it up with the bolts"
which damages the front transmission bearing, pilot bushing, and more than likely will break an
ear off the transmission or adapter. The transmission should slip in freely to mate up with the
face of the bellhousing. As its name implies, this is the bearing that releases the clutch. It is
often referred to as a "throw-out" bearing. They come on a number of different style carriers.
The carriers, in some cases, vary considerably with the particular engine. Which to use usually
depends on the style of pressure plate being used, but substituting one length for another can
often be used to the installer's great advantage. This length issue is very critical and this will be
covered in more detail later in this article. Because the release bearing only works when the
clutch is being released it usually lasts quite a long time. However, improper linkage adjustment
or riding the clutch with your foot when driving can wear the bearing prematurely. This fact is
important and will be discussed further when we get to the part about setting up the clutch
linkage. This is the arm or lever that the linkage operates that moves the release bearing. There
are several different styles of release arm. The most common in automotive use is the fork type
that pivots on a rocker. This type requires a rearward force to move the release bearing forward.
Note now that the following is key to your understanding of the clutch system: The ratio of the
arm is the difference in length between the pivot point and the release bearing centerline
divided by the length from the pivot point to where the linkage attaches. The ratio of the fork is
important and will be used in the linkage setup section later in this article. Some late GM, Pinto,
Jeep and a few others use a non-rocker arm. This style pivots on the passenger side of center
and is direct acting. That is, it takes a forward movement of the linkage to move the release
bearing forward. This is not as suitable as the rocker system as it usually complicates the
linkage requirements. Regarding GM clutch forks, there are two basic types of manufacture
used for the pivot type forks. These are stamped steel and forged steel. The stamped steel type
uses a flat steel retainer spring that is riveted to the fork. These forks must be used with
mushroom-head type pivots. The forged steel forks must use the ball-head type pivot. This is
different than the ball-on-pedestal AMC type. These forged forks are retained on the pivot by a
spring-wire retainer that fits in a groove machined in the ball pocket in the fork. As its name
implies, this is the support that the release arm pivots on. There are basically two types. One

pivots on a ball-ended stud that screws into the bellhousing. The other type is an actual bearing
ball that sits in a pedestal type socket that is part of the bellhousing. Late AMC favors the ball
type. More about this in the troubleshooting section. It is very important to use the correct style
of pivot in relation to the type of arm being used. This great device has three critical functions.
This first is as its name implies. The second is to provide a register on which the bellhousing
must center to the transmission. This is feature is sometimes overlooked with expensive
consequences. Thirdly, its tubular snout is the surface on which the throwout bearing rides on
its way in to depress the springs of the pressure plate. Conversions often require special and
modified retainers to acheive compatibility. This provides a mounting place for the
transmission, as well as a means of aligning the transmission to the engine. In some
applications it also has a structural mounting function. The alignment function is extremely
important. Unfortunately, this is the most often overlooked and least understood part about the
bellhousing. Most people who have worked on these parts realize there are aligning pins in the
engine block that register with holes in the bellhousing. What they do not realize is, there can be
a variation in the location of these holes and this variation can affect clutch and transmission
life. How to check bellhousing alignment will be covered in its own section further on in this
article. This consists of everything between your foot and the clutch release arm. The linkags is
the method of transferring the force of your left foot into the bellhousing and pressure plate
release. The linkage can be mechanical, cable type or hydraulic. Note here that problems tend to
show up because there are usually several choices of release arms and bearings for any
particular family of engines. Choosing the wrong parts can get the linkage out of relationship
and cause problems that can only be solved by removing the parts and starting over with other
parts. The linkage cannot be made to compensate incorrect choice of release bearing or fork.
Cable linkages may seem appealing because it is easy to understand and simple to hook up.
The transportation industry has tried cables with great success in motorcycles, good success
in cars, but they had an unsustainable record in trucks, ranging from light to medium duty.
There are several basic styles of Jeep mechanical linkage but all are used in nearly their original
configuration when doing an engine conversion. They usually consist of a pushrod at the pedal,
a bellcrank and an additional pushrod actuating the fork. Earlier systems use pullrods,
bellcranks and cables in lieu of pushrods, effectively reversing the way the systems works. The
mechanical linkage is largely a successful method of clutch release. One drawback obvious to
many off-roaders is the tendency of some of these to bind during frame and powertrain flex and
differentiation. Hydraulic clutch linkage systems have moved into dominance in the past two
decades, and generally with good reason. A less common style of hydraulic release is the
internal hydraulic release bearing. This design combines the piston and bearing into one unit,
eliminating the pivot, fork or release arm and separate throwout bearing. A word is in order at
this point about hydraulic clutches and the misconceptions that surround them. Many
individuals believe that it is the interaction of the hydraulic master and slave cylinders through
which the force against the clutch pressure plate is multiplied. In fact, the actual multiplication
of force occurs in two different areas of the clutch system. First it is in the leverage of the clutch
pedal assembly. The master cylinder actuator being closer to the fulcrum of the pedal arm,
distance is reduced and force is increased, through that great principle of physics with which all
mechanically minded individuals are aware. Secondly, additional force is created through the
leverage of the clutch release arm. In basic principle, this is the way clutches have been
virtually since the inception of the automobile. The hydraulic system, therefore, is simply a
method of transferring that leverage - or better said, of transmitting force through the
incompressable hydraulic fluid. This is very similar in principle as a good old mechanical
linkage via pushrods, bellcranks or cables. Essentially no multiplication of force occurs within
the hydraulic circuit itself as is common with other hydraulic systems like jacks, rams and
presses. This is an aftermarket internal hydraulic throwout bearing. This leads to the next useful
principle: Nearly every clutch master cylinder is matched for size to its connected slave cylinder
for a largely 1-to-1 relationship. A 1" master should have a 1" slave cylinder. A master cylinder
that is larger might yield a rather spectacularly blown out slave cylinder and a master cylinder
that is smaller will yield a rather disappointing lack of travel for your left foot's efforts. Once the
installer understands this, the rest will come together more easily and in accordance with the
principles outlined for conventional mechanical clutch systems. Thin firewalls and bellhousings
without proper structural provisions for slave cylinders are the chief entanglements that hamper
retrofit. Shown is Novak's hydraulic slave cylinder retrofit system for Chevy, Buick and Ford
bellhousings. Click here for more information Let's assume we are using a Chevrolet engine,
Rockford clutch diaphragm type , and the back of the block is "bare" but the crankshaft is in the
block. Install the pilot bushing to be used for the particular engine-transmission combination in
the crankshaft. Then, with a suitable dial indicator, check the bore of the pilot bushing. Runout

should not exceed. Temporarily install the bellhousing to be used on the block it will be used
with. This is important as the results of this test can vary with a different block or bellhousing.
Test the bellhousing for "runout" on both its bore and face as described in the trouble-shooting
section. Bore runout must be within. If you don't, can't, or won't check bellhousing alignment,
do not be surprised if you have problems. These will not show up right away. It may be several
thousand miles before a clutch hub, pilot bushing, or transmission fails. Temporarily bolt the
transmission to the bellhousing. If it is not, the pilot bushing is incorrect and a longer bushing
must be installed, or in some cases, the bushing can be installed at less than full depth.
Remove the transmission and bellhousing. Install the flywheel on the engine. Most engines use
grade 8 high-strength bolts with a special low profile head to clear the disc hub. Do not
substitute regular bolts for these special bolts. Check the face of the flywheel for runout with a
dial indicator. If it does, the flywheel should be resurfaced. If runout exists after resurfacing, the
fault is either in the resurfacing job or there are burrs, dirt, or dings on the crankshaft or
flywheel hub. Remember there is end play in the crankshaft bearings and this must be held in
one direction when checking flywheel runout or bellhousing face runout. Install the clutch disc
and pressure plate on the flywheel. Use a clutch aligning tool or the transmission itself. This is
important as it will simplify transmission installation and prevent assembly damage. Stay alert
on this step. Things get kind of involved but it is very important. If you're retaining your
mechanical linkage in lieu of hydraulic the release arm must be the same ratio as the arm that
was originally in the Jeep for the linkage to work. Notice we said ratio, not length. Assume the
release arm is the typical rocker type with its pivot between the release bearing and the linkage
attach point and figure the ratio as follows. Measure the Jeep arm from the pivot point to the
center of the clutch release bearing. Also, measure the distance from the pivot point to where
the linkage attaches. Divide the inner length into the outer length to obtain the ratio of the arm.
Example: A stock Jeep arm from a CJ5 measures 3. Divide the 3. Now assume we need a Chevy
arm to work with this same linkage. Chevy arms all measure 3" from the pivot in. We need a
2-to-1 ratio as this is what the Jeep linkage and many GM pressure plates are designed for on
the Chevy arm so we require a Chevy arm 6" long from the pivot out. Unfortunately no such
Chevy arm exists. The shortest non-hydraulic arm is 6. Some are as much as 9" pivot out. The
short arm is 2. The long arm must be shortened 3" to be compatible with the linkage. What
about the short arm? You could make it work on this particular vehicle by sacrificing some free
play at the release bearing as well as air gap at the disc full release condition. This particular
short Chevy arm also has an end shape that is correct for the Jeep linkage we used as an
example. The early style CJ's pre with 4 cylinder for example, had a very short release arm; the
remaining leverage occurs additionally in the linkage system. However, if this arm is measured
from the pivot in and divided into the pivot out length it will be found to have a ratio of 2. As
previously stated, there is no factory GM release arm with the required outer length that has the
proper type end. A longer arm can be shortened and the end modified to accept the Jeep
linkage. From all this, it should be observed that the release arm to be used with a conversion
will sometimes have to be modified to get the proper ratio and this must be done at the start of
the installation. Trying to use an arm that is too long will result in problems that cannot be
corrected with changes in linkage. This is the part where most people err in setting up their
clutch systems. The length of clutch release bearing has the most significant effect on the
operation of a clutch of any other factor, and for decades, too many clutch projects have been
plagued with set-up problems due to improper bearing lengths. The very first assumption one
must ditch is this: "My clutch kit came with a release bearing, therefore, it must be the correct
one. The following procedure should help you to determine which of the different length clutch
release bearings you will need to properly operate the clutch. Install the flywheel, clutch disc,
pressure plate and clutch housing on the engine. Be advised that there can be no oil or grease
on your hands, the flywheel or pressure plate friction surfaces, or on the clutch disc. If there is,
the clutch will grab chatter when being engaged. The clutch still needs some break-in and
wear-down allowance. This is why clutch adjustment at, say, 75k miles has been specified by
manufacturers of some vehicles and should be performed once or twice in the life of the disc.
This amount can be adjusted out in the release arm pushrod - though this method is too
frequently used as a bandage in initial clutch setup to compensate for a poor choice of release
bearing. With the above considered, it is recommended that a small gap be left behind the
release bearing and in front of the retainer land. This gap is maintained by the adjustment of the
pushrod. If you love to run a tight, responsive clutch, this gap can be reduced, but understand
that you may need to pay it some adjustment attention down the road. With the clutch disc and
pressure plate installed, place the edge of a long straight edge squarely against two opposing
diaphram fingers such that one edge of it sits directly behind the block face. Record this
measurement. Now, with the bellhousing on the transmission, place the edge of a long straight

edge squarely against the front face of the bellhousing. Now, subtract the sum of the diaphragm
fingers-to-block measurement and the air gap desired from the
bellhousing-to-bearing-retainer-land measurement. This is the suggested overall length of your
throwout bearing. This option is great if you have a large enough window to fit a scale, and a
clear side view through that window. With the clutch disc and pressure plate installed,
temporarily install the transmission onto the bellhousing using at least the upper two bolts,
finger tightened, safe and supported. Peer into the window and read the measurement.
Disassemble your mock-up, and reassemble. This image shows a slight variation on the above
measurement method. With the bearing, as provided by the clutch kit installed, a scale is
inserted into the bellhousing window. We consulted the chart below, chose a longer bearing
and were back on track with our project. Measurement Option III: External Style Fork Travel This
option still requires a mock-up of the bellhousing assembly, but is superior to Option II above
when there is no adequate window to sight your measurement through, and if you have a short
bearing retainer to test with. Measure your clutch arm and record its leverage ratio, i. If your
release arm inner section measures 2. With the clutch disc and pressure plate installed and
ready, insert the release fork in its proper orientation into the bellhousing with its tail through
the bellhousing window and its retention spring if applicable onto the bellhousing pivot. Install
the bellhousing to the engine block. Find a datum point to which you can fix a scale. Move the
release fork back and forth to obtain a linear travel measurement of the outer edge of the fork.
Now, do your math. Divide that number by the leverage ratio of your release fork. Now subtract
your air gap allowance. The result is how much longer of a bearing you want over the one you
just tested with. This method is best for fully enclosed bellhousings that use an internal
cross-arm with the pivot on the opposite side of the push-point instead of the traditional
external release arm, such as with the Jeep AX15 to 4. You do not typically need to measure the
ratio of a cross-style release arm as they are usually symmetric or that the push and pivot
points at least evenly spaced from centerline. With the clutch disc and pressure plate installed
and ready, and the transmission bolted to its bellhousing, insert the release fork in its proper
orientation if not fully symmetrical into the bellhousing, over the transmission bearing retainer
snout and then snap on the retention spring if applicable onto the bellhousing pivot see
adjacent image. Reach your finger into the slave cylinder port and pull the clutch arm fully back.
Insert your scale into the port against the push-point of the arm without yet moving the arm.
Read the scale and record your measurement against the datum point of the machined face of
the port. Now, push the scale frontwards until the bearing stops against the pressure plate
fingers. Record your measurement. Take your two measurements above to determine your
free-travel. Divide that measurement by a divisor of 2. Now subtract your air-gap allowance. The
pricing shown is a recent check of prices on the street, so that the installer can choose a
bearing of similar length and reduced cost. Some of these bearings are no longer available or
are excessively priced. An alternative to the above bearings is the Novak fully adjustable
release bearing assembly. Read more about it here. This chart shows the length of the bearing
in inches. Most auto parts stores only stock a couple of these release bearings and they may
not be the best ones for your swap. This chart lists bearings by the critical "A" measurement;
groove to face dimension as referred to in this article. Install the transmission on the clutch
housing. At this point you should be able to move the release bearing back and forward with the
fork. If this condition does not exists, do not install the assembly into the Jeep until it does. If
not, you may need a different clutch release bearing or pivot or you may have the wrong fork.
As stated earlier in this article, if you are switching from a three-finger type to a diaphram style
pressure plate, you will require a shorter throwout bearing. The inverse is, of course, true if you
are going the other way. The bearing must clear the clutch or it will turn all the time and will
wear out quicklyâ€”also the clutch may slip as it may be partially released. Clutches not
releasing is nearly always caused by too short of a release bearing and correspondingly, the
release arm not having full mechanical advantage by starting its travel at a foremost angle that
is not complimentary to its rearmost angle when completely depressed. At this point finally the
engine and transmission are ready for installation and hookup of linkage. Install the remaining
bellhousing and transmission bolts if these parts do not have to be removed again. The engine,
transmission, and transfer case should now be installed in the Jeep. With the engine mounted,
the connection of the clutch linkage can proceed. Regardless of whether the stock linkage
pushed or pulled, it must do so in as straight a line as possible. This will keep friction to a
minimum. On installations where the engine must be moved such as pre CJ's the clutch bracket
that supports the frame end of the bellcrank must be relocated. This must be to a location that
will put the bellcrank at a right angle to the engine and level from side to side parallel to the
ground. On CJ's where a bracket must be made to support the Jeep clutch cross-shaft, the
cross-shaft must end up at a right angle to the engine in both the vertical and horizontal planes.

The arms on either style bellcrank must be positioned for maximum mechanical advantage. This
means they cannot angle more than about 35 to 40 degrees from either side of a right angle to
the push or pull rod that they connect to. Have a helper push the clutch pedal to the floorboard
and hold it there. Check the air gap between the flywheel and the clutch disc with a feeler gage.
As stated previously, it should be. On any engine using a standard shift transmission, with or
without an adapter, it is important to check the bellhousing locating bore location relative to the
crankshaft. The potential for transmission failure or premature wear is so great, due to
misalignment at this point, that no engine should be assembled without being checked. The
checking procedure is quite simple. Correcting misalignment is not so simple but must be done
to insure normal service from the transmission. A dial indicator is required, as well as a suitable
means to mount this instrument on the engine crankshaft. A dial indicator is a device that has
an arm or contact point, suitably connected to a pointer, that moves in front of a dial with
markings on its face. These markings usually represent. The purpose of a dial indicator is to
measure in thousandths of an inch that can be read directly on the dial of the indicator. To
check a bellhousing, mount it on the engine it's going to be used with, make sure there are no
burrs or dirt on the block or bellhousing. All bellhousing to block bolts should be in and tight.
Mount the dial indicator on the crankshaft of the engine using a suitable magnetic base
attachment or mechanical clamping means. The contact point of the indicator should be
touching the bore of the bellhousing. The indicator must be mounted rigidly enough so it does
not move on its mounting to prevent false readings. Rotate the engine by hand with the spark
plugs removed and observe the reading on the dial. Keep adjusting the dial assembly until the
needle moves the least amount per rotation. When you have acheived the least amount of
needle movement throught he degree sweep of the indicator, this is your runout. You can then
determine the direction it is offset by the movement of the needle. The total number of
thousandths misalignment of the bore relative to the crankshaft is read directly on the dial.
Total runout should not exceed. The greater the misalignment, the sooner transmission
problems and failure will occur. A symptom of misalignment is unusual wear of the pilot
bushing. Some Ford ones are reportedly worse. Anything over. The simplest way to correct
misalignment is to try another bellhousing or bellhousings. Machining the bellhousing is the
best cure but offset dowel pins are simpler. Shims between the block and bellhousing will also
work if you have the patience to use this method. Offset dowel pins are sometimes available
from speed shops, parts houses and other specialty suppliers. The pressure plate must move
about. Example: A So, 0. It doesn't matter if the linkage is mechanical, cable, or hydraulic, it
must be able to move the end of this arm with this pressure plate the above indicated amount in
order to properly release the clutch disc. It is the ratio of the pressure plate that makes this
difference. This is also exactly why the hydraulic slave system on to 4 cylinder CJ's will usually
not completely release a 11" clutch on a conversion engine. It does not have the necessary
travel. In this particular Jeep both the operating and slave cylinders would have to be changed
to get more travel. However, if the slave system is engineered correctly with the proper ratios,
full release can be attained with A cutaway view of a clutch assembly, three finger type. Image
courtesy of McLeod Industries. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy
Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Release Distance Required? Some
common Jeep pressure plates require about 0 " of travel to release. They are innovative in
design but have gained notoriety for leak failures. Hardened o-rings are usually the culprit, and
this occurs as much from non-use drying out as overuse abrasion wear. The clutch release fork
or clutch release arm are one and the same. Offset dowel pins. Image courtesy of Lakewood.
The friction surface on the flywheel, pressure plate or disk is glazed usually from heat. Use a
larger clutch or a heavier spring. The former is often preferable. Extreme cases may require
both. Repair the oil leak typically the engine rear main or oil pan if not the transmission from
seal and replace the disc. Bearing retainer land to bellhousing face measurement: 5. Diaphragm
fingers to block face measurement: 3. Air gap desired: 0. Fork travel: 0. Leverage ratio: 1. Air
gap allowance: 0. Test bearing overall length: 2. Fork travel: 1. Pack this recess with grease.
Measure master cylinder linear travel vs. Replace master if excessive descrapancy. Pilot
bushing binding on the input shaft. Possibly damaged at installation or resulting from a
misaligned bellhousing. Clutch arm to throwout bearing retaining clip is tweaked on the bearing
lip progressive worsening. Release bearing is too long, holding the clutch in a slightly
disengaged position. Damper springs in the clutch disc hub or the marcel spring between the
facings is fatigued. Avoid parts contamination upon reassembly. Inspect the linkage, paying
special attention to the holes in each lobe. Repair or change the linkage as required. Play in the
motor mounts allowing for shifting of the powertrain, relative to the linkage. Clutch is
over-releasing and the release fingers are hitting the disc hub damper springs. Replace the
retainer or on mismatched parts, sleeve retainer up to the release bearing size, plus slip fit.

Excessive pilot bushing to input gear clearance. Often resultant of bellhousing misalignment.
Reduce spring load, or, if high pressure clutch is required then modify the linkage to give the
minimum travel that will still release i. If leaking fluid is present at line or slave cylinder, leaking
line joint or slave hydraulic cup. I get it, I'm a jeep owner! This is a CJ site, all the ads are set for
autos some times others get through. I cannot make them just for Jeeps but I try. Forums New
posts Search forums. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Registered
members Member Map Current visitors. Classifieds New listings. Support Become a site
supporter. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
rfieldsusa Start date Apr 2, Tags bell clutch crank linkage. Vehicle s 80 CJ7. I am having clutch
problems. LongHorn New member. All three of mine , , have the longer straighter arm going to
the pedal and the shorter more bent arm going to the clutch fork. Seems to me there's a
difference in height between the diaphragm-type and lever-type pressure plates - the
diaphragm-type was used on the s and the lever-type was used on the I6, so the clutch fork may
not be the right type for that pressure plate It had the standard bellcrank setup, before I
changed to the hydro style. Does your bellcrank have new plastic
electrical sub panel wiring diagram
1985 cutlass
1964 thunderbird wiring diagram
inserts? Is the clutch fork properly seated inside the bell housing? TDHofstetter said:. They're
nearly identical. I'd'a used the '74 for both shots, but the pedal's not attached neither is the tub.
The '75's got exhaust in the way so I couldn't get any great shot of the bellcrank-to-fork link on
that one. There are benefits to having several Jeeps in various stages of disassembly. Here are
a few more. View attachment View attachment View attachment View attachment Last edited:
Apr 8, Thanks all Rod. You must log in or register to reply here. This donation drive ends in.
This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. Please allow ads as they help keep this site
running. The ads are unobttrusive and only at the bottom. If you choose to do so you can click
on No Thanks and then you will be temporarily excluded.

